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In the name of Allah, Most Wise, Most Merciful. Praise be Him, Lord of All.
& Peace and prayer upon His beloved messenger, Muhammad s.a.w

‘I started watching the t.v. and the daily news and this news all about the same – about 
America’s threat and this threat and this war is injustice ..

I don’t know if I could stay wrote this letters because maybe my life is too short and 
the responsible is America .. am just a young girl, am just 17 year old, and am not afraid 
from America or the death cause my fate is not in the hands of America but in the hands 
of God .. 

and if I didn’t die in these days I will always hate the American Government.’

Sarab El-Anne, age 17 of Al Adamia Secondary School for Girls - Baghdad

DISCLAIMER :

This e-letter is for internal 
circulation to members only.



CURRENT The Project  for the New American Century (PNAC) 

is a Washington-based think tank created in 1997. Above all else, 
PNAC desires and demands one thing: 

The establishment of a global American empire to bend the will 
of all nations. They chafe at the idea that the United States, the 
last remaining superpower, does not do more by way of economic 
and military force to bring the rest of the world under the umbrella 
of a new socio-economic Pax Americana.

The fundamental essence of PNAC's ideology can be found in a 
White Paper produced in September of 2000 entitled "Rebuilding 
America's Defenses:Strategy, Forces and Resources for a New 
Century." In it, PNAC outlines what is required of America to create 
the global empire they envision.

To the current scenario - is the implementation of the plan. The  
Iraq war purportedly about ridding the world of Saddam Hussein's 
weapons. Bush has deployed massive forces into the Mideast 
region, while simultaneously engaging American forces in the 
Philippines and playing nuclear chicken with North Korea. These 
are the "major theater wars" desired by the PNAC report.

Iraq is but the beginning, a pretense for a wider conflict. 
America will establish permanent military bases in Iraq after the 
war. This is purportedly a measure to defend the peace in the 
Middle East, and to make sure the oil flows. The nations in that 
region, however, will see this for what it is:a jump-off point for 
American forces to invade any nation in that region they choose 
to.

The defense contractors will be handsomely paid for arming this 
new American empire. The corporations that own the news media
will sell this eternal war at a profit, as viewership goes through the
stratosphere when there is combat to be shown. Those who believe 
that the defense of Israel is contingent upon laying waste to every 
possible aggressor in the region will have their dreams fulfilled. 
The PNAC men who wish for a global Pax Americana at
gunpoint will see their plans unfold. Through it all, the bankrollers 
from the WTO and the IMF will be able to dictate financial terms 
to the entire planet.

( from informationclearinghouse)

SO,  IN THE END ... THE KILLERS PLAN TO WIN

WANTED

killers of 
Iraq 
childrenTHE REWARD 

A LIBERATED WORLD 
WITHOUT THESE THREE TERRORISTS

America wants to establish 
a world where all submit 
to its will. 

a tyrant empire



KALEIDOSCOPE
A few weeks back, after a friday prayer, a group of representatives from Iraq gave a talk. In the talk they urge everyone to help 
our brothers & sisters in Iraq.

Very few, for sure, would be able to go there to assist directly.Some just may able to donate and give financial support.
But, the majority should not back down and merely watch,do in whatsoever capacity can: writing, reading, informing, etc.

Thus pleaded by the speakers....

"Be the change you want the world to be", Mathama Gandhi once said.

Inspired, though  the grammars kind of not perfect, neither the views kind of a great worth, 
(never got A in English though) I wish this humble, tiny thing would, in someway, be of a contribution for a greater cause.

{... pause ...  a while ... laugh a littl’...}

I know, I know.....
At present, everyone automatically become an instant analyst,  expert,  he-who-know, 
resulting to everyone flooded  by information churned out from the  so-called ''analysts'', ''experts'', ''dr-know-all''... consequently, 
they lost, drowned in the sea of information ...

a situation best described by T.S. Elliot's choruses from 'The Rock' :

All our KNOWLEDGE brings us nearer to our IGNORANCE
...
Where is LIFE we have lost in LIVING ?
Where is WISDOM we have lost in KNOWLEDGE ?
Where is KNOWLEDGE we have lost in INFORMATION ?

{hmmm...}

And truly, this happen to me....
...that I decided to write instead {hahahaha....what an irony it is}
...to put a little drop of water to the information flood {yeah, sure.....}. 

...as  a saying goes, a little drop of water, in a thousand years, soften a hard rock..... {quite deep.. quite deep}

Now to the real issue...

The two preceeding extracts show,

The emotion of a victim of American terror, who belief fate lies in the Hands of God and not Bush/Blair.

The true plan of Bush's people, whose desire is to conquer the world, establishing a One-World government to whom other 
nations should ever enslaved.

Now, as one should ever ask,

Man plan, and so do God. And whose plan would succeed ? And whose plan is for the best ?

The victim belief in God, put her trust wholly to God. The invaders belief in their plan, put all the trust in their man-made plan 

Now, again, as one should ever reason,

Belief in God, Should bring peace
Disbelief, Wrought about carnage, greed, and chaos.

--------------------------------------------------------

So, to attain peace... Should belief in God, Should return to Islam, as Islam connotes peace, as Islam requires belief in the 
Creator.

ISLAM = PEACE

So, why they want to attack Islam ?

because

ISLAM = PEACE

They don't want peace, they want instabilities, they want wars, they want economic turmoils, whatsoever...

That then they could sustain their greed for power and wealth...


